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In the beginning was the deed.

1

Introdu tion
This paper oers a reading of the opening hapters of G.W.F. Hegel's
2
Hegel, inheriting the notion of the spon-

Phenomenology of Spirit (1807).

taneity of thinking from Immanuel Kant, and the notion of the self 's positing of itself from Johann Gottlieb Fi hte, develops a radi al and original
a

ount of the metaphysi s of subje tivity. Central to Hegel's a

ount, yet

often overlooked, is an approa h whi h begins to think seriously about the
relation between thinking and a tion, and in parti ular, the relationship
between negativity and negation within thinking and violen e within the
world. Hegel's a

ount remains relevant to

ontemporary attempts to de-

velop a philosophy of the subje t and a philosophy of ethi s. Ea h of
these attempts would do well to

onsider the role and

onsequen es of

negativity and violen e within subje tivity.
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I
In the Critique of Pure Reason (1781/1788) Kant argues that

ognition

arises from two sour es in the mind, the rst involves the re eption of
representations (intuition), the se ond involves an a tive fa ulty of

og-

nising an obje t by means of these representations. Kant argues that the
latter notion involves a

ertain `spontaneity' of

ognition and refers to it
3
This

in a general sense as the fa ulty of the understanding (Verstand ).
spontaneous a tivity of thinking is

ru ial for Kant. It o

damental a t of self-emanation without whi h the

urs as a fun-

ognition of sensible

representations would not be possible. Kant writes:
The I think must be able to a

ompany all my representations;

for otherwise something would be represented in me that

ould

not be thought at all, whi h is as mu h as to say that the representation would either be impossible or else at least would be
nothing for me. That representation that
thinking is

an be given prior to all

alled intuition. Thus the manifold of all intuition has

a ne essary relation to the I think in the same subje t in whi h
this manifold is to be en ountered. But this representation is an
a t [A tus ℄ of spontaneity, i.e. it
to sensibility. I

annot be regarded as belonging

all it the pure apper eption, in order to distin-

guish it from the empiri al one, or also the original apper eption,
sin e it is that self- ons iousness whi h, be ause it produ es the
representation I think, whi h must be able to a
ers and whi h in all
a

ompany all oth-

ons iousness is one and the same,

ompanied by any further representation. I also

annot be

all its unity

the trans endental unity of self- ons iousness in order to designate the possibility of a priori

ognition from it. For the manifold

representations that are given in a

ertain intuition would not al-

together be my representations if they did not altogether belong
to a self- ons iousness; i.e., as my representations (even if I am
not
a

ons ious of them as su h) they must yet ne essarily be in

ord with the

ondition under whi h alone they

an stand to-

gether in a universal self- ons iousness, be ause otherwise they

3 Kant, I.

Critique of Pure Reason,

Guyer, P. & Wood, A. eds. tr. (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 1998), p. 193, A51/B75.
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would not throughout belong to me. From this original
4

ombina-

tion mu h may be inferred.

For Kant the `I think' expresses the a t of the thinking self 's determination
of its existen e. It is through the spontaneous a t of thinking that there is
5
This a tivity underlying human intelligen e

su h a thing as intelligen e.

bears degrees of similarity with an intelle tual a tivity that is

laimed

by Kant as the basis of trans endental freedom within his resolution of
6
the `third antinomy of pure reason'. While ea h a tivity should not be
redu ed to the other, for Kant, there seems to be something signi ant
that is shared between these two a tivities  a spontaneous a tivity of the
`I' residing at the basis of both human intelligen e and human freedom.
An a

ount of the spontaneity of thinking as an a t or deed is in-

herited and given a radi al emphasis by Fi hte and his broad notion of
4 Ibid, pp. 246247, B132B133.
5 Ibid, p. 260, B158, in footnote.
6 Ibid, p. 533, A533/B561. Kant argues:
By freedom in the

osmologi al sense, on the

of beginning a state
under another

from itself, the

ontrary, I understand the fa ulty

ausality of whi h does not in turn stand

ause determining it in time in a

ordan e with the law of nature.

Freedom in this signi ation is a pure trans endental idea, whi h, rst,

ontains

nothing borrowed from experien e, and se ond, the obje t of whi h also

annot

be given determinately in any experien e, be ause it is a universal law  even
of the possibility of all experien e  that everything that happens must have
a

ause, and hen e that the

ausality of the

or arisen, must in turn have a

ause, as

itself having happened

ause; through this law, then, the entire eld

of experien e, however far it may rea h, is transformed into the sum total of
mere nature. But sin e in su h a way no absolute totality of
relations is forth oming, reason

onditions in

reates the idea of spontaneity, whi h

to a t from itself, without needing to be pre eded by any other
turn determines it to a tion a

ording to the law of

It is espe ially noteworthy that it is this
whi h the pra ti al

ausal

trans endental

ausal

ould start

ause that in

onne tion.
idea of

on ept of freedom is grounded, and the former

freedom

on

onstitutes

the real moment of the di ulties in the latter, whi h have long surrounded the

Freedom in the pra ti al sense is the independen e of
ne essitation by impulses of sensibility. For a power of
hoi e is sensible insofar as it is pathologi ally ae ted (through moving- auses
of sensibility); it is alled animal power of hoi e (arbitrium brutum ) if it
an be pathologi ally ne essitated. The human power of hoi e is indeed an
arbitrium sensitivum, yet not brutum but liberum, be ause sensibility does not
question of its possibility.
the power of

hoi e from

render its a tion ne essary, but in the human being there is a fa ulty of determining oneself from oneself, independently of ne essitation by sensible impulses.
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thinking as `Tathandlung '. In the S ien e of Knowledge (1794)
develops an a

7

Fi hte

ount of the thinking self that is not originally reliant upon

a sensible or empiri al world but whi h

reates itself or emanates from

itself as an a t of self-positing. For Fi hte, while the a tivity of thinking
or the intelle t is spontaneous, it is not

haoti

or lawless. Fi hte argues

that the intelle t a ts, but owing to its nature it

an only a t in a

ertain

fashion. In this sense, for Fi hte, there is a

ertain law of a tion of the
8
intelle t and there are ne essary laws of the intelle t.
Taking the pla e of, or re-interpreting, Kant's notion of the `tran-

s endental unity of apper eption', Fi hte introdu es a

on eption of the

a tivity of the thinking intelle t as the a t of positing (setzen ). Su h a
move is seen as ne essary so that the

ategories of the understanding

(within the framework of Kant's ar hite toni )

an a tually be derived.

For Fi hte the intelle t or the self is not posited by something else but is
posited by itself, it is an a t of self-positing. He writes:
The self 's own positing of itself is thus its own pure a tivity. The
self posits itself, and by virtue of this mere self-assertion it exists ;

and

onversely, the self exists and posits its own existen e by the

virtue of merely existing. It is at on e the agent and the produ t
of a tion; the a tive, and what the a tivity brings about; a tion
and deed are one and the same, and hen e the `I am' expresses
an A t, and the only one possible, as will inevitably appear from
9
the S ien e of Knowledge as a whole.
For Fi hte this

on eption of thinking being an a t whi h posits itself
10
Rather, it arises as a form of intelle tual

annot be proved empiri ally.

intuition (intellektuelle Ans hauung ) whi h Fi hte

7 Fi hte, J.G.

The S ien e of Knowledge, Heath,

ompares to the form

P. and La hs, J. ed. tr. (Cam-

bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982).
8 Ibid, p. 21.

S ien e of Knowledge, p. 97.

9 Fi hte, J.G.
10 Ibid, Fi hte, at p. 93 argues:
Our task is to

dis over

the primordial, absolutely un onditioned rst prin iple

of all human knowledge. This

an be neither

absolutely primary prin iple.
It is intended to express that
the empiri al states of our

A t whi

proved

nor

dened, if it is to be an

h does not and

annot appear among

ons iousness, but rather lies at the basis of all

ons iousness and alone makes it possible.
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of sensible intuition (sinnli he Ans hauung ) of spa e and time presup11
posed by Kant.
On this notion of intelle tual intuition Fi hte argues:
This intuiting of himself that is required of the philosopher, in
performing the a t whereby the self arises for him, I refer to
as intelle tual intuition. It is the immediate

ons iousness that

I a t, and what I ena t: it is that whereby I know something
be ause I do it. We

annot prove from

on epts that this power

of intelle tual intuition exists, nor evolve from them what it may
be. Everyone must dis over it immediately in himself, or he will
never make its a quaintan e. The demand to have it proved for
one by reasoning is vastly more extraordinary than would be the
demand of a person born blind to have it explained to him what
olours are, without his needing to see.
Everyone, to be sure,

an be shown, in his own admitted

experien e, that this intelle tual intuition o
of his

ons iousness. I

urs at every moment

annot take a step, move a hand or foot,

without an intelle tual intuition of my self- ons iousness in these
a ts; only so do I know that I do it, only so do I distinguish
my a tion, and myself therein, from the obje t of a tion before
me. Whosoever as ribes an a tivity to himself, appeals to this
intuition. The sour e of life is
12

ontained therein, and without it

there is death.

Fi hte attempts to outline the basi

operation of the self-positing

of the self (das I h ). He begins with the basi

proposition `A is A' or
13
For Fi hte,

`A = A' and its suggestion that `if A exists, then A exists'.
the ne essary

onne tion between `if ' and `then' (named `X') expresses a
14
Fi hte

form of positing, in the sense that `A' is posited, therefore `A' is.
extends this

on eption to in lude a universal notion of self abstra ted
15
ontent, expressed as `I = I' or `I am I'.
Thus:

from empiri al

But the proposition `I am I' has a meaning wholly dierent from
that of `A is A'. For the latter has

ontent only under a

ertain

ondition. If A is posited, it is naturally posited as A, as having
11 Ibid, pp. 4951.
12 Ibid, p. 38.
13 Ibid, p. 94.
14 Ibid, p. 95.
15 Ibid, p. 96.
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the predi ate A. But this proposition still tells us nothing as to
whether it a tually is posited, and hen e whether it is posited

with any parti ular predi ate. Yet the proposition `I am I' is unonditionally and absolutely valid, sin e it is equivalent to the
proposition X; it is valid not merely in form but also in
In it the I is posited, not

ontent.

onditionally, but absolutely, with the

predi ate of equivalen e to itself; hen e it really is posited, and
16
an be expressed as I am.

the proposition

This `I' for Fi hte, as the spontaneous a t of the intelle t, is grounded
17
For Fi hte the `I' refers

upon its own a tivity, it is absolutely posited.

to the absolute subje t: That whose being or essen e onsists simply
18
in the fa t that it posits itself as existing.
Following the notion of
the positing of identity Fi hte introdu es the notion of the positing of
opposition, through the proposition `∼A is not equal to A' (∼A 6= A;
∼A = ∼A).19 Fi hte argues that if any ∼A were posited

whi h involves:

this would presuppose an A, and in this sense the

∼A

would need to be

understood as materially

onditioned. For Fi hte, in the positing of an
∼A, an A must also be posited.20 Fi hte writes:
As surely as the absolute

ertainty of the proposition `∼A is not

equal to A' is un onditionally admitted among the fa ts of em-

16 Ibid.
17 Ibid, p. 97.
18 Ibid, p. 98. Fi hte at p. 99 states: The self begins by an absolute positing of
its own existen e. At pp. 1001 Fi hte argues further:
That our proposition is the absolutely basi

prin iple of all knowledge, was

Kant, in his dedu tion of the ategories; but he never laid it
down spe i ally as the basi prin iple. Des artes, before him, put forward a
similar proposition: ogito, ergo sum  whi h need not have been merely the minor premise and on lusion of a syllogism, with the major premise: quod umque
ogitat est ; for he may very well have regarded it as an immediate datum of ons iousness. It would then amount to ogitans sum, ergo sum (or as we should
say, sum, ergo sum ). But in that ase the addition of ogitans is entirely su-

pointed out by

peruous; we do not ne essarily think when we exist, but we ne essarily exist
whenever we think. Thinking is by no means the essen e, but merely a spe i
determination of existen e; and our existen e has many other determinations
besides this.

19 Ibid, p. 103.
20 Ibid.
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ons iousness, so surely is a not-self opposed absolutely to
21

From this basis Fi hte puts forward the notion that the positing of every A
involves the impli it positing of the

∼A and vi

e versa. Fi hte extends this

to the notion that the positing of the self (I) involves the impli it positing
of the not-self (∼I) and that the self is posited through the simultaneous
positing of both itself and what is other than itself, the not-self. For Fi hte
22
when the self posits itself through its opposite it is positing its limit.
He argues that: To limit something is to abolish its reality, not wholly
23
but in part only, by negation.
Su h limitation through negation points
to the notion of divisibility and the notion that the self and not-self are
24
Fi hte argues that: In the self I oppose a divisible
posited as divisible.
25
not self to the divisible self .
The notion of the spontaneous a tivity of thinking whi h posits both
26
Further, the en-

itself and its not-self or `other' is inherited by Hegel.

tral idea of thinking as a deed is taken up by Hegel and given a radi al
re-interpretation, espe ially in relation to the operation of negation. For
Kant and Fi hte the deed of thinking, its self-positing and negation of
its self and its other, took pla e purely in the realm of thinking. In the
27
S ien e of Logi (181216)
Hegel is similarly on erned with the realm
21 Ibid, p. 104.
22 Ibid, p. 108. Fi hte states:
Hen e, as before, we must make an experiment and ask: How

an A and

∼A,

being and nonbeing, reality and negation, be thought together without mutual
elimination and destru tion? . . . We need not expe t anyone to answer the
question other than as follows: They will mutually

limit

one another.

23 Ibid.
24 Ibid.
25 Ibid, p. 110.
26 Signi ant in the movement between Fi hte and Hegel is the philosophy of
S helling. See: S helling, F.W.J.

System of Trans endental Idealism,

Heath, P. tr.

(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 2001). For more general a
the philosophi al movements between Kant and Hegel see: Henri h, D.

and Hegel,

Pa ini, D.S. ed. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2003); Di

Giovanni, G.

Idealism,

ounts of

Between Kant

Between Kant and Hegel: Texts in the Development of Post-Kantian
Main Currents of Marxism,

(Indianapolis: Ha kett, 2000); Kolakowski, L.

vol. 1. Falla, P.S. tr. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1981).
27 In the rst half of the
Hegel attempts to derive the

Logi

understanding. He shows how

ontradi tion is

peripheries of pure reason. See: Hegel, G.W.F.

ategories of the

ontained at the heart, not just at the

Hegel's S ien e of Logi

, Miller, A.V. tr.
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of pure reason and demonstrates,
not

ontra Kant, that

ontradi tions are

onned to merely the four ` osmologi al antinomies of pure reason'

but are

ontained within every a t of thinking. For Hegel pure reason,

as with all human thinking, is antinomi al, it is

hara terised by

ontra-

di tion and hen e, trans endental philosophy needs to

role, operation and a tivity of
Hegel in his Logi

is

omprehend the
28
ontradi tion within pure reason.
While

on erned with the realm of pure reason, the relation

between his Phenomenology of Spirit and the Logi
his undertaking

is su h as to make

onsistent with the a tivity of a tual thinking within the

living, so ial world in the realm of spirit (Geist ). In the Phenomenology
of Spirit Hegel shows how the deeds of thinking (drawn into view by Kant

and Fi hte) o

ur also as physi al, so ial deeds within an inter-subje tive

and inter-institutional human world. By making su h a move Hegel forges
an original and

ru ial link between the tradition of trans endental phi-

losophy, negativity and the operation of human violen e. The link has
onsequen es for any a

ount of morality or ethi s that presupposes or

develops histori ally from Kant's notion of trans endental freedom.

II
In the Phenomenology of Spirit Hegel inherits the ne essary relationship
o

urring in the positing of the self between self and not-self, or between

self and other, developed by Fi hte. Hegel takes this relationship, whi h
for Fi hte is impli it in both the notion and existen e of the `I', and pla es
it ba k within a living world of not only sense experien e and per eption
but, also a world

ontaining physi al materiality and living, breathing

other beings. A notion of `world' is not added to Fi hte's a

ount of the

(London: Allen and Unwin, 1969); Hegel, G.W.F. The En y lopaedia Logi : Part I of
the En y lopaedia of Philosophi al S ien es with the Zusätze, Geraets, T.F., Su hting,
W.A. and Harris, H.S. tr. (Indianapolis: Ha kett, 1991).
28 Hegel, G.W.F.,
, 48, states:

En y lopaedia Logi

The main point that has to be made is that antinomy is found not only in the four
parti ular ob-je ts taken from
in

all

representations,

osmology, but rather in

all

ob-je ts of all kinds,

on epts, and ideas. To know this, and to be

ognizant

of this property of ob-je ts, belongs to what is essential in philosophi al study;
this is the property that
the

diale ti al

onstitutes what will determine itself in due

moment of logi al thinking.

ourse as
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self, it is already impli it in the notion of the not-self, whi h must in lude
everything other than the self. Hegel simply makes this more expli it and
asks the question: how does the self
not-self ? Hegel's a

ome to be itself as distin t from its

ount asks further: how does the self pre isely

to draw the limits of itself from its other and thus be ome
itself in a way that it might be

ome

ons ious of

ertain that what it intuits as itself (the

`I') is a tually itself and not, in fa t, something other?
For Hegel if we might have an immediate sense or intelle tual intuition of a parti ular `I' that simply is, or that exists, then there arises
something of a philosophi al problem of how this spe i , immediate `I'
an be distinguished from something else. He

laims that if we try to

identify the immediate `I' that we mean, then it is taken as something
29
dierent from something else, it is a `this' rather than a `that'.
Hegel
argues that there is a dieren e between the `this' or the obje t that we
might mean and the `this' or the obje t that is expressed through words.
Hegel argues:
It is as a universal too that we utter what the sensuous [ ontent℄
is. What we say is: `This', i.e. the universal This; or `it is', i.e.
Being in general. Of

ourse, we do not envisage the universal This

or Being in general, but we utter the universal; in other words, we
do not stri tly say what in this sense- ertainty we mean to say.
But language, as we see, is the more truthful; in it, we ourselves
dire tly refute what we mean to say, and sin e the universal is
the true [ ontent℄ of sense- ertainty and language expresses this
true [ ontent℄ alone, it is just not possible for us ever to say, or
30

express in words, a sensuous being that we mean.
In one sense Hegel

an be understood as arguing against a tradition that

tries to ground trans endental philosophy upon a notion of intelle tual
intuition and demands that if an a

ount of self- ons iousness is to be a

subje t of philosophy (rather than a subje t of aestheti s) then it needs to
be explained through a philosophi al language. In another sense, by suggesting the `truthfulness' of language Hegel draws out a spe ulative theme
latent in Fi hte but not fully brought to bear in philosophy. The theme
involves the notion of mediation in general whi h is most apparent in the
use of symbols and words within language whi h have meaning as points

Phenomenology of Spirit, p. 58.

29 Hegel,
30 Ibid, p. 60.
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of designation and universality only in some form of relation to their others. The relation between self and not-self o

urs as one basi

spe ulative

form, ea h term has meaning only in its relation of distin tion from the
other, and further, when one is meant, a sense of the distin tion from the
other, a referen e to this other, and thus, some aspe t or representation
of the other, is
ing an obje t

ontained within this meaning. For Hegel,

omprehend-

on retely, rather than abstra tly, involves grasping how its

ontent, or the obje t itself, is mediated through su h a relation.
From Hegel's viewpoint Kant and Fi hte have only presented an abstra t a
a

ount of the `I' or self- ons iousness. They have not yet grasped

on rete a

ount of self- ons iousness whi h would

ome about through

paying attention to how self- ons iousness is mediated. Part of the stru ture of Hegel's Phenomenology of Spirit presents a spe ulative a
of self- ons iousness by moving from the abstra t to the more
Hegel

ount

on rete.

an be seen to do this by drawing attention to the operation of me-

diation (Vermittlung ), negation and the manner in whi h the knowledge of
an obje t gains a greater spe ulative or determinate

ontent when viewed

in terms of its ne essary inter-relations with its others. In relation to the
Fi htean a

ount of the self, this involves

omprehending its self-positing

in relation to its not-self, this being a world of physi al obje ts and other
intelligent human subje ts.
For Hegel, the Fi htean self- ons iousness exists in a world where it
has some immediate sense of itself, the `I', and where it is

onfronted

by something that is not itself, a world of appearan e. In its existen e
self- ons iousness posits both itself and its not-self, however, it is not
ompletely
be

ertain of the boundaries or limits of itself. That is, it

annot

ertain of the limits of the self, as determined by the not-self, be ause

this boundary is marked (for Kant and Fi hte) by the un ertain and often
erroneous world of appearan e. Hegel argues that the self wants to be ome
fully

ons ious of what it is, that is, it wants to be ome self- ons ious and
31
ertainty rather than vagueness.
Hegel alls

wants to know itself with

this demand, need or drive that the self know itself and know itself as an
identity or unity that is distin t from its not-self, `desire' (Begierde ) in
32
general.

31 Ibid, p. 105.
32 Ibid.
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By pla ing the abstra t `I' in the world Hegel positions the self within
33
ategory of `life'.
Positioned within a world of life and driven

a broader

by a desire to know itself with

ertainty, the self, in the manner of Kant,

annot withdraw from a world of appearan e and turn ba k into itself. If
the self withdrew from the world of appearan e into itself it would never
be able to know with any

ertainty the limits or boundaries of itself 

the self would not know where it ends and where the shadowy world of
appearan e begins. Rather, for Hegel, the only means by whi h a self
might

ome to know what it is, is through the experien e of learning the

limits of itself through be oming aware of the independen e of its obje ts,
34
that is, the independen e of what is the not-self.
For Hegel it is through
the outward mediated experien e of the world and not through some form
of purely internal knowing or intelle tual intuition that a

ons iousness

be omes a self- ons iousness. This is not to say that Hegel reje ts entirely
any immediate knowledge of self. Rather, he draws attention the fa t that
any form of immediate knowledge is always mediated through the self 's
35
experien e of its impli it relation with the external world.
One aspe t of the spe ulative a

ount Hegel presents involves the

sense that through the self 's experien e of the not-self there o
i al

urs a rad-

hange in both the self 's knowledge of itself and the self 's knowledge

of the world. By experien ing a

ertain independen e of an obje t in the

world, for example, in the way that it needs to be moved, or that it
be eaten or
and more

hopped down, the self

an

omes to a rmer, more detailed,

on rete knowledge of its obje ts. Further, through this greater

knowledge of the obje ts of the not-self, the self

omes to a rmer, more

on rete and more detailed knowledge of itself: a knowledge of what it
is through ree ting upon the

hara ter, qualities and forms

ontained

within the relations and mediations between itself and what is other than
itself. What was initially a very abstra t

on ept of the self 's being, the

simple assertion `I am' has now taken on a more

on rete

ontent. What

being is for the `I' is radi ally dierent after the pro ess of experien ing and its own ree tion upon this pro ess. By drawing attention to
how the self 's knowledge of itself is

onstituted through its experien e of

33 Ibid, p. 106.
34 Ibid.
35 On the relation between immedia y and mediation in Hegel's philosophy see the
dis ussion in: Henri h, D.

Hegel im Kontext, (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1971).
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mediation with the not-self and its ree tion upon this experien e, Hegel
draws attention to the spe ulative nature of knowing and the produ tion
of knowledge. In this both the knowing subje t and the known obje t
are

onstituted through ea h other. For Hegel, grasping the subje t-obje t

hara ter of all knowledge is

entral to the task of any

riti al, or now,

spe ulative philosophy.
For Fi hte, the self 's relation to its not-self involved the operation of
negation. The self distinguished or determined itself and maintained its
self-identity through the negation of what was other than it. In Fi hte this
self-ins ription of the unity of the `I' through negation took pla e purely at
the level of thinking. Negation was an a t of thinking and as taking pla e
within the realm of thinking, when the not-self was `negated', no physi al
harm was done. For Hegel, if we are to

onsider what self- ons iousness in

fa t is then the self needs to be understood as positioned rmly within the
physi al and so ial world, within life, where the self 's demand for unity
and

ertainty of self-identity operates as desire. Pla ed within the realm

of life the self 's negation of the obje t o
thinking. Rather, this a t of thinking o

urs no longer purely as an a t of
urs also as a physi al a t whereby

the negation of the obje t by the self involves harm, destru tion, killing,
and violen e. For the self whi h has not yet understood the spe ulative
onne tion between itself and the other this negation is easy, it sees the
obje t merely as the negative of itself (without a positive
own) and treats it a

ontent of its

ordingly. Hegel argues:

Certain of the nothingness of this other, it expli itly arms that
this nothingness is for it the truth of the other; it destroys the
independent obje t and thereby gives itself the
as a true

ertainty of itself

ertainty, a

ertainty whi h has be ome expli it for self36
ons iousness itself in an obje tive manner.

For Hegel the desire for a self to fully be ome
ome

ertain of itself, to be-

ons ious of itself, does not gain satisfa tion in the self 's relation

to the bare world of obje ts. Part of this rests in the fa t that these
36 Hegel,

Phenomenology of Spirit, p. 109. A

ertain sense of this violen e is pi ked

up by Derrida in the essay `Violen e and Metaphysi s'. Derrida's interpretation of
Hegel, however, appropriates Hegel's philosophy for his own purposes and presents an
a

ount of Hegel's philosophy as inadequate for

ontemporary

on erns. See: Derrida,

J. `Violen e and Metaphysi s: An Essay on the Thought of Emmanuel Levinas' in

Writing and Dieren e, Bass, A. tr. (Chi

ago: University of Chi ago Press, 1978).
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obje ts have only a limited independen e in relation to the self, and
hen e they

an be negated relatively easily in the self 's assertion of its

self-identity. Where the self does however gain satisfa tion, argues Hegel,
where it be omes self- ons ious, is when it

onfronts another intelligent

self: when the opposing not-self or, other, is an intelligent self. Hegel
argues: Self- ons iousness a hieves its satisfa tion only in another self37
ons iousness.
For Hegel:
A self- ons iousness exists for a self- ons iousness. Only so is it
in fa t self- ons iousness; for only in this way does the unity of
itself in its otherness be ome expli it for it. The `I' whi h is the
obje t of its Notion is in fa t not `obje t'; the obje t of Desire,
however, is only independent, for it is the universal indestru tible
substan e, the uid self-identi al essen e. A self- ons iousness, in
being an obje t, is just as mu h `I' as `obje t'. With this, we already have before us the Notion of Spirit. What still lies ahead
for

ons iousness is the experien e of what Spirit is  this ab-

solute substan e whi h is the unity of the dierent independent
self- ons iousnesses whi h, in their opposition, enjoy perfe t freedom and independen e; `I' that is `We' and `We' that is `I' [i h,
das Wir, und Wir, das I h ist ℄. It is in self- ons iousness, in the

Notion of Spirit, that

ons iousness rst nds its turning point,

where it leaves behind it the

olourful show of the sensuous here

and now and the nightlike void of the supersensible beyond, and
38
steps out into the spiritual daylight of the present.
For Hegel, the self only nds some form of
self-knowledge when it begins to

ertainty in its pursuit of

omprehend itself in relation to another

intelligent self that stands before it as the not-self. The self may only
omprehend its unity or self-identity through a
is

omprehension of how it

onstituted through a relation of mediation with the other. The relation

of mediation between self and other

onstitutes the limits of the self; the

boundaries of the self are drawn or produ ed through the a tive relation
of mediation between self and other, and through the self 's ree tion upon
this relation as the operation of self-ins ription and self-positing.
In this respe t the self is not something that exists before
into

oming

onta t with the world but is itself produ ed through its relation of

Phenomenology of Spirit, p. 110.

37 Hegel, G.W.F.
38 Ibid, pp. 1101.
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mediation with its others. On this side of thinking and self-ree tion the
reative,

onstitutive, spontaneous a t of thinking o

urs as mediation

itself  it is mediation (Vermittlung ). In a sense, for Hegel, the self or

`I' is always mediated, its a t of thinking is always an a t of mediation
with its self and with its other. The `I' is a middle term, it is a middle
and pro ess of mediation between the self and the other. From su h a
standpoint the `I' needs to be understood as a `We'. The self
be thought as the merely atomisti
mediation su h that the
of

annot

individual but is always a pro ess of

on ept of `self ' now in ludes within it the pro ess

o- onstitution between intelligent beings. For Hegel, self- ons iousness

is a relation between immedia y and mediation, a relation between the
drive of the immediate `I' for its self-identity and the ree tion upon the
onstitution of selves through their others as a `We': a relation between
the notions of the subje t as spirit and spirit as subje t.
For Hegel, understood as a relation between immedia y and mediation, the attempt of the self to know itself

on urrently involves the eort

to see-into or know the other. Only through knowing what the other is,
might the self more rmly
the

omprehend itself and

ontent and limits of itself. Hegel

ome to understand

alls the pro ess of attempting

to

omprehend the not-self, or the other, the pro ess of re ognition (An39
Hegel sket hes two forms or out omes of this pro ess whi h
40
are not mutually ex lusive.
The rst involves a su essful moment of
erkennung ).

39 The term `re ognition' is taken by Hegel from Fi hte, though Hegel's philosophi al employment of the term is far more radi al. See: Fi hte, J.G.

Foundations

of Natural Right,

Neuhouser, F. ed. Baur, M. tr. (Cambridge: Cambridge University

Press, 2000).
40 For an a

ount whi h emphasizes these two moments of re ognition see:

Hegel's Ethi s of Re ognition, (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1997). Contrast this to the a ount given in Kojève, A. Introdu tion to the Reading of
Hegel, Ni hols, J.H. tr. (Itha a, N.Y: Cornell University Press, 1980). While Kojève has

Williams, R.R.

done mu h to draw attention to the importan e of Hegel's theory of re ognition, his
a

ount of the theory is limited. Kojève's a

ount only gives emphasis to the moment

of struggle and does not give due regard to moments of mutual re ognition present
within the

Realphilosophie, the Phenomenology of Spirit

Another important Marxist a

and the

Philosophy of Right.

ount of Hegel's theory of re ognition is the interpre-

tation and extrapolation given by Slavoj iºek. See: iºek, S. The Sublime Obje t of
Ideology, (London: Verso, 1989); and iºek, S. Tarrying With the Negative: Kant, Hegel and the Critique of Ideology, (Durham: Duke University Press, 1993). While iºek's
use of re ognition is a novel and powerful

ritique of modern so iety and

ulture, his in-

terpretation of Hegel through La an has a tenden y to redu e or stru ture re ognition
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re ognition in whi h ea h self re ognises itself as mutually re ognising the
41
other.
The se ond involves an unsu essful moment of re ognition in
42
whi h one self is re ognised and the other is re ognising.
This unsu 43
essful moment involves the operation of misre ognition.
In the su

essful moment, or moment of mutual re ognition, ea h

intelligent self is fa ed by the fa t that their not-self is also an intelligent
being. In this moment what was formerly simply something other and
dened only negatively in relation to the self, is now seen to have a ontent,
as intelligen e, whi h is not

ompletely alien to the self 's

omprehension

of itself. The self 's re ognition of the other does involve a moment of
identi ation with the other but does not involve the redu tion of the
other to the same. Rather, in the pro ess of re ognition the self

omes

to know and appre iate the position and status of the not-self within
its own self. The self

omes to re ognise and appre iate the other within

itself. For Hegel, in re ognising the other within itself, the self arms

this otherness and therefore does not try to negate the other, but lets
44
What is re ognised is not simply the other, but the

the other go free.

onstitutive role of the other in the self, the ne essity of the other for
the self to be itself. Re ognition involves an armation by the self that
a ne essary and essential element of itself resides in the other and in the
relation of mediation with it.
For Hegel, the moment of su
up with the moment of unsu

essful, mutual re ognition is bound

essful re ognition, or misre ognition. In

ritique of iºek's reading of Hegel see: Dews, P. The
Limits of Disen hantment: Essays on Contemporary European Philosophy, (London:
Verso, 1995). For an a ount of the Fren h re eption of Hegel see: Butler, J.P. Subje ts
of Desire: Hegelian Ree tions in Twentieth-Century Fran e, (New York: Columbia

around the La anian `void'. For a

University Press, 1987).
41 Hegel, G.W.F.

Phenomenology of Spirit

, p. 112.
42 Ibid, 113.
43 The term is taken from Gillian Rose, see: Rose, G.

Hegel Contra So iology, (LonMourning Be omes the Law, (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1996). For more general a ounts of the Phenomenology of Spirit see:
Pippin, R.B. Hegel's Idealism: The Satisfa tions of Self-Cons iousness, (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1989); Pinkard, T. Hegel's Phenomenology: The So iality
of Reason, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994). See also: Williams, R.R.
Re ognition: Fi hte and Hegel on the Other, (Albany: S.U.N.Y. Press, 1992); Honneth,
A. The Struggle for Re ognition: The Moral Grammar of So ial Coni ts, Anderson,

don: Athlone, 1981); Rose, G.

J. tr. (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1995).
44 Hegel, G.W.F.

Phenomenology of Spirit, p. 112.
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the operation of misre ognition the self pro eeds in relation to its now
intelligent other in the same way it pro eeded in relation to the world at
large. That is, the self in its drive towards self-identity and self- ertainty
arms itself by negating its other. In the moment of misre ognition the
self does not re ognise the other within itself or the relation of mutual
o- onstitution between self and other, it merely sees its immediate view
of self as signi ant and everything else as insigni ant.
Further, misre ognition

an be interpreted as involving the operation

of error within the moment of self-ree tion. The mis of misre ognition
refers to a moment of

ognitive error, mistake, and slippage or a moment

where self- ons iousness
to

annot get past elements of its own immedia y

omprehend its mediated nature. The mis of misre ognition also in-

volves the operation of nitude within human

ognition in its eorts to

omprehend the innite. In a sense, the nite self
its innite mediated

an only

omprehend

hara ter, by grasping diering parts that make up

a whole. In attempting to grasp itself as a unity or a whole the self

an

only grasp fragile, weak, limited moments of itself in its relations to its
many others.
For Hegel, the re urrent moment of error does not

ondemn the self 's

attempt to know itself and the world to failure. Rather, the pro ess of
re ognition des ribes the eort of a spontaneous,
gen e attempting to
This involves a

reative human intelli-

ome to terms with its own errors and limitations.

ertain restlessness of thinking  thinking's desire 
45
In

whi h is always pushed by itself to rea h beyond its own limitations.

this respe t, the self 's re ognition of the other does not just happen on e,
it is instead an a t of thinking that needs to be repeated again and again.
As a pro ess every
will only

ognition needs to be

ontinually re- ognised as the self

ome to some form of self- ertainty through ongoing a ts, eorts

and errors. Further, re ognition draws attention to the

reative aspe t of

human thinking whereby it only begins to develop by

oming to terms

with its own errors. The
limitation, and

apa ity of thinking to

ome to terms with error,

ontradi tion more generally is given signi ant emphasis

by Hegel.
45 On the `restlessness'

ontained within thinking as presented by Hegel, see:

The Spe ulative Remark: One of Hegel's Bon Mots, Suprenant, C. tr.
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2001); Nan y, J.-L. Hegel: The Restlessness of
the Negative, Smith, J. and Miller, S. tr. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,

Nan y, J.-L.

2002).
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If operating purely within the realm of thinking misre ognition, error, mistake and the assertion of a naive sense of self- ertainty against
the other would not have violent

onsequen es. Hegel, however, pla es

the re ognising self within a living, physi al world of intelligent human
subje ts. In this

ontext the moment of misre ognition of the other, the

refusal to re ognise the other, the a t of self-positing at the expense of
the other, and the negation of the other, all have physi al, material
sequen es. Hegel quite

on-

learly des ribes this as violen e : the seeking of

the death of the other and the staking of the self 's own life so that two
46
In this struggle ea h self

selves engage in a life and death struggle.

learns not only that the other is independent, but, also, that as a living
being the self may also be treated as an obje t that

an be negated. In

a sense, through being negated by the other's misre ognition, the self is
fa ed with its own limits and its extreme nitude within the possibility of
death. For Hegel, through relative levels of power and the fear of death,
one self su

umbs to the other, re ognises the other as master (Herr ) and
47

assumes the subservient position of slave (Kne ht ).
Through this a

ount Hegel

an be seen to be presenting quite a stark

and original theory whi h draws attention to the relation between the a t
of thinking and the deeds that o

ur in the natural, physi al world. For

Hegel the a t of self-positing and the a t of negation have physi al

onse-

quen es whi h impa t upon the self 's attempt to gain knowledge of itself.
In one sense, Hegel's a

ount of re ognition draws attention to a

form of violen e, or at least the una

ertain

ounted for possibility of violen e,

residing within the trans endental philosophy of Kant and Fi hte. In abstra ting from the world, this trans endental philosophy abstra ts from
violen e. However, to the extent that Kant and Fi hte speak of a selfons iousness whi h exists in the world, then their a

ount parti ipates

in a form of violen e whi h they remain unaware of or hide. Su h an unawareness impa ts upon their attempts to

onstru t a pra ti al, moral

philosophy. In another sense, Hegel begins to point to one signi ant theoreti al form of

omprehending human, so ial violen e based upon the

operation of positing and negation within human thinking. Through Hegel the deeds of thinking be ome
human life: a

losely related to the physi al deeds of

ertain violen e of positing and negativity.

46 Hegel, G.W.F.
47 Ibid, p. 115.

Phenomenology of Spirit, pp. 1134.
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III
So what does Hegel in these passages present to philosophy? Amongst
other things Hegel presents a radi al and original a

ount of the meta-

physi s of subje tivity. For the rst time in the history of Western philosophy Hegel draws together the relationships between thinking and a tion
and between negativity and violen e and shows their
produ tion of the human subje t and its

entral role in the

onstru tion (and destru tion)

of its world.
Hegel radi alises the Fi htean idea of thoughts as deeds. What for
Fi hte was an a t only at a trans endental level is shown by Hegel to be
also an a t within the physi al, material and so ial world. Positing and
negation be ome the a tivities that link the trans endental subje t to its
world. In this link, or relation of mediation, it is the subje t's a tivity
that is shown to be ne essary and essential. The a tive,

reative and de-

stru tive subje t thinks both itself and its world, it is physi ally shaped
and moulded by its material environment, and it is represented and

on-

stru ted by the thoughts and a ts of other thinking subje ts. These a ts
of self-positing, inter-subje tive positing and negation sit in a
tionship with both the

ausal rela-

omprehension of the trans endental subje t (as it

is portrayed by diering histori al modes of philosophi al ree tion) and
the living human subje t within politi s, ethi s and the so ial world. Hegel
shows that the thinking subje t, the `I', whose prima y is given to modern
philosophy by Des artes and Kant and whi h stands as the

entral gure

of Enlightenment rationality and liberalism, is fundamentally

onne ted

to history, inter-subje tivity and the so ial-material world. The question
of where the `not-I' ends and the `I' begins (and visa versa), framed by
Hegel as the question of modern subje tivity,

ontinues to

hastise mod-

ern philosophy, even if many philosophers and theorists are unaware that
they are being

hastised by a modern question arranged (at least in part)

by Hegel.
By drawing out
gel's a

on eptually how thoughts operate as deeds He-

ount grasps the world

reating fun tion of modern subje tivity.

Be ause the subje t's positing of itself and its a

ount of the world (i.e.

of how the world is and should be in relation to the self ) is also a physi al
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48
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) through institutional for e, the

subje t's a ts of positing and negation, as a form of labour,

reate and

shape the so ial-material world. A modern world is

reated not simply

by the subje t's learning of its ability to shape and

reate obje ts and

master the physi al world, but also at an institutional level through the
positing of laws, through the positing of e onomi , ethi al and politi al
modes of thought that arrange and order so ial life, and nally through
positing as war.
Su h a

reative

hara ter of modern subje tivity is also profoundly

destru tive. Every a t of positing

ontains a moment of negation and this

moment of negation bears out diering degrees of immediate and institutional violen e. The negativity and violen e within the subje t

annot

be separated from the self-positing of the subje t at any level. Every a t
of posting will involve a moment of dierentiation and negation whi h,
if it does not amount to violen e, institutes a potentiality of violen e 
49
a not-yet
violen e, that may be ena ted or realised at some point in
the future. Hegel's a

ount draws out the links between trans endental (a

priori ) negativity, the desire for self-identity, negation, violen e, mastery

and domination. For Hegel this is not the whole of subje tivity but it is
an important part whi h

reeps into and upsets all knowledge, a tion and

ethi al eort. The religious aspe t of Hegel's thought gives this negativity
50
a ertain role, purpose and moment of redemption.
For those of us who
might not share Hegel's spe ulative a

ount of religion and who look ba k

on the violent train wre k of modern, Enlightenment enthusiasm that was
the nineteenth and twentieth
alism,

enturies (in lusive of romanti ism, nation-

olonialism and imperialism), then we may view the negativity

and violen e within subje tivity somewhat dierently. The violen e of
our re ent history oers us a lesson. That is, the status of

ontemporary

attempts to outline both a philosophy of the subje t and a philosophy
48 For example, Hegel's a

ount of the operation of institutional positing as nega-

Phenomenology of Spirit, p. 355363.
The Spirit of Utopia,

tion during the Fren h Terror. See: Hegel, G.W.F.
49 To use a term taken from Ernst Blo h. See: Blo h, E.

Nassar, A.A. tr. (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2000).
50 I.e. negativity, violen e and death played a dierent role to Hegel as a Christian
philosopher than it does to more se ular thinkers today. For an a

ount of the religious

The In arnation of God: An Introdu tion to
Hegel's Theologi al Thought as a Prolegomena to a Future Christianity, Stephenson,

elements of Hegel's thinking see: Küng, H.
J.R. tr. (New York: Crossword, 1987).
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of ethi s will be inadequate if they do not pay enough attention to the
negativity and violen e imbedded within human subje tivity.
If we take seriously the Hegelian a

ount of the operation of positing

and negation within subje tivity, or at least, if we give it some degree
of

reden e, then it would be naive to attempt to ground an ethi s or

politi s upon the notion of a `non-violent ethi s' or a `non-violent rela51
tionship to the other'.
Rather, a better approa h would be to attempt
to develop an idea of ethi s and politi s whi h understands the negativity
and violen e

ontained within human subje tivity, and knowing this, sets

up pra ti es and institutions that might predi t and minimise resultant
harm. One aspe t of a future ethi s and politi s built along these lines
ould be grounded upon a praxis of re ognition  one whi h paid attention to and planned for the mis of misre ognition. While a praxis of
re ognition
of

annot be the whole of ethi s or politi s it does oer a way

hara terising ethi al de ision and politi al a tion in a manner that is

onsistent with the violen e and negativity that resides at the heart of
the modern subje t.

51 See: Cornell, D.

The Philosophy of the Limit, (New York: Routledge, 1992).

